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OK, sing along …“It’s the most wonderful time of the year” and it
most certainly is! It’s also the “most busiest time” of the year: So to
distract you momentarily, as you strive to close down that final year
end business, we are proud to present our very last issue of 2011.

Not only do we have our usual selection of high quality articles, but
we also bring you all the medal winners from this year’s Top Sales &
Marketing Awards. Plus, some of the most significant “thought
leaders” in the sales space share their predictions for 2012 – oh, and
look out for a particularly enlightening JF Uncut column.

May we take this opportunity to wish you all a healthy, happy and
prosperous New Year, and say thank you for your support and
patronage throughout 2011.

Next issue will be published on January 17th, and of course it is FREE
as usual. Please subscribe HERE

Welcome

JF Uncut 
by Jonathan Farrington 18

2012 Predictions 
The Top Sales Thought Leaders Predict ... 20

Top Sales Software Tools

Top Sales Events

Top Sales Coaching

Top Sales Roundtables

Top Sales Articles

Top Sales Guides

Top Sales Advice

Top Sales Blogs

Top Sales Solutions

Top Sales Experts

Top Sales Store

Top Sales White Papers

Top Sales Daily Tips

Top Sales Magazine

http://topsalesworld.us2.list-manage1.com/subscribe?u=2f5b0c4071df5f320f55a15fd&id=e1cd07fb43
https://www.research.net/s/WNDGL5V
http://www.topsalesworld.com/


Latest Top Sales 
White Paper

Top Sales Hardtalk
Interviews
Every Tuesday and
Thursday.

Top Sales Tips
Every single day.  HERE ��

Top 10 Sales Articles
Vote for This Month’s Top
Sales Article.  HERE ��

And so much 
more …. 
Top Sales World HERE ��
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Your Sales Results Are the 
Result of Your Choices 
by Anthony Iannarino

Your sales results are the consequence of the choices you make. There are
three fundamental choices that determine your results, and it is important to
spend time examining all three. The three choices you ... Read More�

Closing a Sale Is Straightforward:
Give Your Prospect a Task 
by Joanne S. Black

Giving a winning sales presentation doesn’t guarantee that you’ll close the
deal. Asking your prospect to engage in the process does. Consider this
sales scenario: You conduct a great meeting with a... Read More�

10 Coaching Questions Managers
Use That Work In Any Conversation 
by Keith Rosen

Whether you’re a seasoned manager or just starting your career in
management, one thing is for certain. When it comes to coaching, and more
specifically, guiding a conversation with the artful and ... Read More�

The 2011 Top Sales 
& Marketing Awards
The medal winners – in all fourteen
categories

Here then are the 2011 results – the medal winners – in all fourteen
categories. This year, the volume of votes cast held up right until the last
minute, and as you will see, in some sections it was ... Read More�

Stop Waiting For Someone Else 
To Believe In You 
by Dan Waldschmidt

Success is a one-man sport. Despite the team behind you and the resources at
your disposal, what you do achieve is the direct result of what you believe you
can do. It’s always been this way. There’s a simplicity to ... Read More�

The Top Sales Thought Leaders
Predict ...
The year ahead

From all the predictions we received, here is a very small selection from some
of the most significant sales thought leaders ….

Read More�

Our
Partners
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The Problem

with Sales

Training

by jonathan

farrington

Download here �

The Busy
Person’s Pages
The Busy
Person’s Pages
Here is what you will find in this month’s edition.

www.changingminds.org
www.eyesonsales.com
http://odcblog.com/
www.raintoday.com
www.salesopedia.com
www.sellingpower.com
www.smartsellingtools.com
www.soldlab.com
http://www.jonathanfarrington.com/downloads/ebooks/JFC_TPWST_EBook_6.pdf
http://www.topsalesworld.com/
http://www.topsalesworld.com/salesHardTalk.php
http://topsalesworld.com/top10SalesArticles/
http://www.topsalesworld.com/
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Here then are the 2011 results – the medal winners –
in all fourteen categories. This year, the volume of
votes cast held up right until the last minute, and as
you will see, in some sections it was impossible to
separate the contenders. 

Congratulations, not only to the medal winners, but
also to all of the nominees. You represent the best of
the best in your field, and you should be very proud
to be recognized for your excellence.

We also wish to say a very special thanks to our
judging panels, who had such a difficult task in
arriving at their final choices, such was the quality of
the finalists.

Finally, we express our profound gratitude to all of
our sponsors – without your generosity and support,
this annual event would not be possible! All the
results will be available throughout 2012 over at Top
Sales Awards HERE
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2011 Top Sales

& Marketing
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The three choices you make are
your choice of beliefs, your

choice of focus, and your choice of
actions.

Your Choice of Belief

What you believe is the foundation
of all of your results in life, including
your sales results. Your beliefs are
your blueprints. But we spend far too
little time reflecting on what we
believe, why we believe it, and
whether or not the beliefs serve us.

If you believe that you can
succeed against great odds, that
belief will allow you to take actions
that produce some result. If you
believe that you can’t compete
against larger competitors and win,
if its your blueprint that bigger
firms beat smaller firms, that belief
will also provide you with some
result. These two beliefs produce
different results.

Maybe you believe that your
clients all buy on price and that you

have to behave like a commodity to
win. Or you might believe that your
clients need you to be a value-
creating partner that can help them
to propel their businesses new
height. Can you see how these two
opposing beliefs will prove to
produce very different results? 

You get to choose your beliefs.
You can shed old beliefs and replace
them with new, healthier beliefs.

Your beliefs underlie your focus.

Your Choice of Focus

Your results are in large part the
result of your focus. If you focus
your attention on negative ideas and
events, your results will suffer.
Likewise, if you focus your
attention on positives, your will
produce greater results.

I know a salesperson that is
distraught that his company’s sales
rules allow another salesperson to
poach accounts in his territory if
they are not acted on in a certain
period of time. He focuses only on
the fact that others can poach his
prospects, some of whom he has
spent time developing. Another
salesperson in that same organization
focuses on the fact that if any of his
peers get lazy, he can poach their
accounts, and he does so.

If you focus on prospecting, you
build a bigger pipeline. If you focus
on building consensus within your
dream client’s company, you

become a change agent. If you
focus on winning large clients, you
win some large clients.

You get to choose on what you
allow your mind (the most complex
and powerful thinking machine in
the known universe) to focus. Your
beliefs underlie your focus, and
combined, your beliefs and your
focus drive your actions.

Your Choice of Action

And this is where the rubber meets
the road: action. The actions you take
and the actions you choose not to
take also determine your sales results.

Did you choose to make the call
to your big deal dream client even
though there was no existing
opportunity, or did you decide not
to act. Did you take the actions that
nurtured the relationships that you
need to create and win an
opportunity? Or did you spend the
day with the weapons of mass
distraction, surfing the Internet for
sports scores and gossip? 

Your sales results are made up of
the actions that you take, and the
actions you fail to take. Taking the
right actions leads to greater sales
results. Taking the wrong actions
leads to poor sales results, missed
quotas, and potentially, a career
change.

You control the actions that
you take. Those actions produce
results. ■

Article written byAnthony Iannarino.

To find out more about Anthony, visit:
www.b2bsalescoach.com
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Your sales results are
made up of the
actions that you

take, and the actions
you fail to take.
Taking the right
actions leads to

greater sales results.
Taking the wrong

actions leads to poor
sales results, missed

quotas, and
potentially, a career

change.
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Your Sales Results
Are the Result of
Your Choices
Your sales results are the consequence of the choices you make. There are
three fundamental choices that determine your results, and it is important to
spend time examining all three. 



Consider this sales scenario: You
conduct a great meeting with a

business prospect, engage in smart
conversation, and exchange ideas.
The sales prospect:

● Thanks you for the insights you
provided?    

● Agrees that your solution meets
their needs?    

● Engages in a preliminary
discussion and understanding
about pricing?   

● Asks you to prepare a proposal?   
● Goes so far as to discuss start

dates for the project

You leave the sales meeting excited
and confident that you have the
deal. The customer gave you every
buying signal you ever learned.

Sales Success Starts Before
the Follow-Up

You write the proposal, review with
your team, include detailed pricing
and timelines, and send the proposal
to the client with a well-crafted
email.

Silence. You call, you email.
Silence.

You’re dumbfounded. What
went wrong? What happened to the
great relationship you thought you
had? Why won’t your sales prospect
return your messages? I certainly
don’t know, but you need to.

Maybe they got busy, went on
vacation, changed roles within the
company, or ran into barriers for
approval and feel too embarrassed
to talk to you. Maybe it’s none of
these.

Assume Nothing, Predict
Everything

If we assume that you uncovered all
of the prospect’s needs, and we also
assume:?  

● The prospect has complete
knowledge of the impact of your
solution on his business?    

● The prospect has decision
authority?    

● You know and understand the
approval process?    

● The prospect understands your
pricing…

What could you have done
differently? Could you have

prevented this crushing sales
scenario? Yes, here’s how:?  

● Prepare a Discussion Document,
which summarizes the business
issues, the ROI of your solution,
and a pricing range?    

● Schedule a time to review this
document before you leave the
meeting

You put a lot of thought and work
into a Discussion Document or
Proposal. Don’t ever agree to write
one unless you have a follow-up
meeting on the calendar.

Everyone Has a Job (the
Prospect, Too)

Never leave a meeting with a list of
things for you to do and nothing for
your prospective new client to do.
Everyone needs an assignment.
Without one, your client isn’t
invested in the solution. Engage him
in his success: You may ask him to
provide you with materials to
review, to conduct research, or
survey his internal team. Whatever
you decide is appropriate: Make sure
your sales prospect has a task.

And, always, always, leave your
meeting with another meeting
scheduled. If your prospect is
noncommittal, that should be a
huge red flag that you have been too
quick to jump to a proposed
solution. ■

Never leave a
meeting with a list
of things for you to
do and nothing for
your prospective
new client to do.

Everyone needs an
assignment.

Article written by Joanne S. Black.

To find out more about Joanne, visit:
www.NoMoreColdCalling.com
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Closing a Sale Is
Straightforward:
Give Your Prospect a Task

Giving a winning sales presentation doesn’t
guarantee that you’ll close the deal. Asking your
prospect to engage in the process does.
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become your own. You stop
thinking about the mechanics, and
habitually just do it.

This also holds true when it
comes to the questions managers
ask when coaching. I certainly know
there’s a multitude of different
questions you can use in any
coaching conversation. However,
when the best ones are used and
used consistently, the conversation
becomes magical and both the
coach and coachee walk away from
that experience feeling great.

That’s when this shift happens;
the coach starts recognizing positive
results from coaching and as such,
begins to trust their intuition, their
gut, their coaching abilities and their
instincts more and more. The
byproduct? The right questions just
show up naturally and organically
within the conversation. But you
still need to start with a baseline of
best practices as a solid foundation
to build from before you can make it
your own and leverage your own
style, strengths and personality into
your coaching.

That’s why I’ve listed ten
coaching questions here which I’ve
used over the years that I have
found can work in practically every
conversation you have. These
questions will guide the person to
greater accountability and
ownership of the problem so that
they can in turn, develop their own
solution or create a new possibility.

Of course, depending upon the
conversation, you may not need to
leverage every single question.
However, as you use them
throughout your coaching efforts,
you’ll start recognizing how many of
these questions you need and which

ones are the most appropriate. Keep
in mind, if you don’t have a great
manager or a coach in your corner,
you can also leverage some of these
questions for self-coaching! (Just
don’t argue with yourself over the
responses you hear! ;- )

1: Can you share the specifics of
what’s going on??

2. What is the outcome you’re
looking to achieve here??

3. What have you tried so far??
4. How have you handled

something like this before?
(What was the outcome?) Why
do you feel this is happening??

5. What’s another way to look at
this/respond? What else can also
be possible/true? (And…..?)?

6. What’s another solution/
approach that may work (which
you haven’t tried yet)??

7. What’s the first thing you need to

do to (resolve/achieve this)??
8. What resources do you need?

(Who else do you think needs to
be involved in this? How else can
I support you?)?

9. What are you willing to commit
to doing/trying/changing (by
when)??

10.When should we reconnect on
this to ensure you achieved the
result you want?

Bonus Questions

If you sense any resistance to
change or a lack of ownership
around the issue, goal or problem,
you can weave in one of these
questions here:

* What would it mean to you if
you could (achieve this, resolve
this, etc….)? (This question helps
the person visualize what’s in it
for them – and it’s the thing that
they want rather than the
manager trying to tell or ‘sell’
them on what the benefit is.)

* How would this impact/affect
you (your team, career, etc.) if
this (continues, doesn’t change,
doesn’t get resolved)? (This
second question enables the
person to see/articulate the
measurable cost of not changing
vs. being told the negative
consequence. Remember, if they
say it, then they own it.)             ■

Article written by Keith Rosen.

To find out more about Keith, visit:
www.ProfitBuilders.com

This also holds true
when it comes to the
questions managers
ask when coaching.

I certainly know
there’s a multitude

of different questions
you can use in
any coaching
conversation. 

Whether you’re a seasoned manager or just
starting your career in management, one thing 
is for certain. When it comes to coaching, and
more specifically, guiding a conversation with
the artful and strategic use of well crafted
questions, managers, regardless of age, location
or experience, struggle with the right questions to
ask when coaching.

10 Coaching
Questions Managers

Use That Work In Any
Conversation

After coaching thousands of
managers and thousands of

salespeople across the globe, I’m
overly sensitive to the fact that great
coaches coach from their heart, not
from their head. However, just like
learning anything new, such as how
to swing a golf club, you’re initially
focused on the mechanics of your
swing, each movement, step by step.
It is only after consistent repetition
of the same movement, does it
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There’s a simplicity to outcomes.
Your results are always an

indication of what you think is
possible.

Sure at any one time you might be
held back by temporary setbacks; but
ultimately, what you achieve is
directly tied to what you believe you
ought to achieve.

You’ll never find a reason to be
more amazing than you think you
deserve to be.

It starts with what you believe

Which is why you can’t wait for
someone else to believe in you.

You can’t wait to keep going until
you get the emotional approval of
those around you.

And how do you know you’re not
believing?

You start entertaining the notion
that “you can’t”…

You start thinking that what
you’re doing is too unimportant to
matter…

You’ve just forgotten why it’s so
important to believe.

Why it’s crazy to stop believing.

The insanity of disbelief

The smartest people throughout time
have been wrong.

Why are you waiting for their

approval?
In 1895, Lord Kelvin, president of

the Royal Society of Science, expertly
argued that “heavier-than-air flying
machines are impossible.”

In 1899, Charles H. Duell,
Commissioner of the US Office of
Patents astutely noted “everything
that can be invented has been
invented.”

In 1923, Robert Millikan, Nobel
Prize in Physics offered his opinion
that “there is no likelihood man can
ever tap the power of the atom.”

In 1943, Thomas Watson,
chairman of IBM observed that “I
think there is a world market for
maybe five computers.”

In 1962, Decca Recording
dismissed the Beatles with a note that
“we don’t like their sound, and guitar
music is on the way out.”

In 1977, Ken Olson, founder of
Digital Equipment Corp scorned the
idea of personal computing with
“there is no reason anyone would
want a computer in their home.”

In 1981, Bill Gates, founder of
Microsoft prophesied the maximum
speed of computers with his opinion
that “640K ought to be enough for
anybody.”

Today’s experts are just as
ridiculous.

It’s not you. It’s them.
That’s why you have to believe in

you.

We all need a team. We all need
friends.

It makes us feel better when
people like us. When they like what
we do.

But if you’re waiting for someone
else to believe in you before you
believe in yourself, it’s likely you’ll
never begin the journey.

You’ll just stay frustratingly
average. ■

But if you’re waiting
for someone else to

believe in you before
you believe in

yourself, it’s likely
you’ll never begin

the journey.
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Stop Waiting
For Someone
Else To Believe
In You

Success is a one-man
sport. Despite the team
behind you and the
resources at your
disposal, what you do
achieve is the direct
result of what you
believe you can do.
It’s always been this way.

Article written by Dan Waldschmidt.

To find out more about Dan, visit:
www.DanWaldschmidt.com
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● Auto-Dialing in Two Great Flavors
● Lead Scoring
● Web Leads
● Appointment-Setting
● Intelligent Call Recording
● Automatic Real-Time Lead Distribution

● Real-time Management Dashboard
● Team-based Selling
● Robust Web Reporting
● Do Not Call Compliance
● Social Selling with LinkedIn
● Emailing
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For the last ten years Christian has
consulted and coached hundreds

of sales executives and managers on
how to plan and execute their sales
strategies by focusing on process
management rather than trying to
manage results. To assist the
management in the execution of
their strategies, he also has taught
and coached their sales teams to
increase their productivity by
advising them on how to improve
conversion rates and potential deal
size with opportunity management,
identify more deals and how to best
approach potential buyers with
account management, how to
leverage marketing for their sales
campaigns and how to orchestrate
their activities with partners.

By focusing on the people,
process and methodology aspects

he helped numerous sales
organizations to obtain value from
CRM implementations through
attaining the necessary adoption
rates in initial roll-outs or increasing
adoption in re-launches of failed
implementations

Prior to becoming a consultant,
Christian held management
positions on subsidiary and
corporate level with a global
telecommunications equipment
provider. On the corporate level he
was responsible for the global
strategic planning process and the
global market, competitive and
economic analysis. In this role he
was also a member of mixed
faculties together with professors
from well known European
business schools for company
specific advanced management

trainings and was also involved in a
major initiative to change the
corporate culture.

Christian holds an engineering
degree from the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology in Zurich
Switzerland. ■

Congratulations to Christian on
winning the Silver Medal for TThhee
CChhaannggiinngg  FFaaccee  ooff  PPrrooffeessssiioonnaall
SSeelllliinngg in the Top Sales &
Marketing eBook category and
you can download it HERE.
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Christian Maurer, “The Sales Executive Resource,” is
an independent sales effectiveness consultant,
trainer and coach. He has a proven track record of
helping to increase the productivity of large, global
B2B sales organizations.

Focus On

Christian
Maurer

You can visit Christian’s
website HERE

http://sites.google.com/site/ultimatesalesexecresource/
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/papers/GSC_Feb11_CMWP_3.pdf
http://www.vanillasoft.com/
http://www.vanillasoft.com/


It’s only a view! But it is a much
considered view.

This is a clarion cry to all sales
professionals everywhere … In
today’s world of selling, there is less
and less room for apprenticeship.

Selling is becoming an exclusive
club of highly skilled professionals,
where product knowledge and time
management skills, for instance, are
the cost of membership, not
leadership.

On-going research demonstrates
that today’s ‘average’ salesperson is
just as effective as the high
performer in explaining features and
benefits effectively, relating a service
or product to customer needs and
closing a sale. But, above this
“traditional” plateau of
competence, the exceptional
salesperson is busy defining the
basic skills of tomorrow.

Whatever got you where you are
today will not be sufficient to keep
you there.

But it isn’t just the “PBI” (Poor
Bloody Infantry) that needs to get
into gear. A rapidly changing
environment is the regular
background, against which
organizations must develop, and we
can choose to embrace the changes,
adapt, and thrive, or we can resist,
and risk extinction.

Change is continuous and will
become more rapid as we move
forward over time. Senior
management must be capable of
reacting to those changes, be
prepared to take advantage of them
and yet stay within the overall
framework and agreed strategy.

The role of strategy is
fundamental if the people within an
organization are to be enabled to
make the level of contribution of
which they are capable. Strategy,
based on a good grasp of the core
competencies of a business, is an
essential precursor to achieving
optimal shareholder value.

But make no mistake;
dependence on salespeople is key to
delivering the latent capability of a
business. Our salespeople are the
greatest source of competitive
advantage we have and that is
precisely why we should continue to
invest in them and fully develop
them.

This is particularly true now that
in most market sectors competitive
advantage is continually being
eroded – i.e. International barriers
are coming down, selling time is
becoming limited, competitors are
getting smarter, fewer and fewer
names are appearing on companies’
databases and product uniqueness is
rare. Conversely, undeveloped
personnel can bring down a
company through inadequate
performance, leaving the
competition to harvest the
marketplace.

One of the most over-used
definitions you are ever likely to read
is from Albert Einstein, “The

definition of insanity is to continue
to do the same things in the hope
that those things will miraculously
achieve a different result.”

This means that sales directors
and sales managers who are not
happy with the results they are
achieving must make changes.

Keep doing what you are doing
and you’ll keep getting what you
have been getting. If that means
accepting 50% of your sales team
miss quota every year, so be it! 

Organizations that want to
permanently increase their sales
results, need to approach sales
differently, to create “the difference
that makes the difference” in order
to positively impact bottom line
performance.

Let me conclude by saying that I
do not share the optimism of many
of my colleagues from within the
sales space: I do not think 2012 is
going to be a great year – but I
understand it is our job to talk
everything up!

I have taken a more “global”
view, after all, only 8% of the
world’s sales population resides in
North America – this probably
means that there is one training
company for every 20.000
salespeople!

You can read my 2012
predictions HERE                          ■

Article written by Jonathan Farrington.
To find out more about Jonathan, visit:
www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.jfcorporation.com
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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We are fast approaching that
time of year when people like

me are being asked to make
predictions for 2012. I am not going
to dilute my views; neither do I
intend to become myopic, defensive
or protectionist!

“Selling” covers such a wide
spectrum of situations and
industries: 98% of sales (it might
even be 99%) are made in a B2C
scenario – business to consumer –
and this is where we are witnessing
the most fatalities.

It is not just beginning to
happen, it has been happening for
several years. It’s progress. Why
employ expensive and non-
performing salespeople when
consumers don’t need them?

Has anyone asked consumers if

they prefer to buy online or be
cajoled and “persuaded” by a
salesman or woman? We can find all
the information and all the advice
we need from the comfort of our
armchairs, and make our own
informed choices, we are more
informed than we ever have been –
and often more informed than the
so called sales “professionals” who
are trying to sell to us.

So logically, if all selling
eventually goes online, will we need
frontline salespeople at all? It will be
PC to PC (iPhone to iPhone?) no
human contact or communication; a
buyer’s criteria fed into a
requirements section, with a
solution coming out the other end?

Of course, those rules cannot
apply in a B2B environment, but I

do believe that marketing is about to
claim the high ground in most B2B
scenarios. They will take
responsibility for not only lead
generation, but also “presentation”
That is quality of web-site design,
functionality and performance. This
is the first point of contact now for
all those “crazy, busy buyers” who
have already almost made up their
minds, and just want to place an
order.

After that, new teams will be
created to build brick walls around
existing customers – pro-active
customer care teams. This is what
Sales 3.0 might be about?

Technical support functions will
also continue to grow in
importance, to support the other
two areas, because customers want
instant fixes and reliable back-up.

The 2012 sales professional –
and beyond - will not only need to
be an industry expert, but also have
a solid grasp of commercial issues,
and as a consequence, they will
speak the language – no selling
involved!

At the moment, it is my
perception that only 5% of the
selling population fall into this
category, but within five years, faced
with possible extinction, a further
15% will step up, rather than perish.
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Focusing on the
Year Ahead

http://www.thejfblogit.co.uk/2011/12/15/2012-%e2%80%93-the-economy-your-business-and-you-%e2%80%a6/


1. PREDICTION: 
More business will be available
as the economy begins to surge
and the elections become a
reality. CHALLENGE: Are you
ready for an increase in business,
not just with product and inventory
ability – but with better attitude,
mood, friendliness, and morale of
the entire company?

2. PREDICITON: 
There will be pricing challenges
even in the wake of greater
business. CHALLENGE: Now is
the time for PROFIT. You have left
too much money on the table for
the past two years. Create a better
value proposition, and use it rather
than having to justify (and perhaps
lower) your price.

3. PREDICITON: 
There will be an emphasis on 3rd
party purchasers and buying
groups in order to leverage
pricing. CHALLENGE: Build
value-based relationships that the
customer would lose out on if they
joined the group. Get testimonials
from customers that decided not to
participate.

4. PREDICITION: 
Full participation in business
social media is no longer an
option for your company.
CHALLENGE: Counsel your
counsel and determine what you
CAN do. Do that as fast as you can.
Your plan must include all forms of
business social media, and
interaction with customers one-on-
one. Need examples? There are
plenty of them online right now.
One of them may even be your
competition.

5. PREDICITION: 
Full participation in business
social media is no longer an
option for you personally.
CHALLENGE: Set up a business
Facebook page where people can
“Like” you and invite all your
customers to begin to comment on
your products, service, and impact
of ownership or service provided.
Your LinkedIn connections must
exceed 501 and you must have at
least 10 recommendations. This
makes your image look powerful,
structured, and reputable. Twitter
must attract 500 followers, and you
must tweet twice a day. Your

The Top Sales Thought
Leaders Predict ...

From all the predictions we received, here is a very
small selection from of the most significant sales
thought leaders. We kick off with Jeffrey Gitomer ...

YouTube channel must have at least
10 testimonial videos that use the
most searchable words in your
business category. Your blog is the
real-world outlet for yourself and
your customers – make it valuable
and interact with customers one-on-
one.

6. PREDICITON: 
Your personal reputation and
brand will play a greater role in
getting a sales meeting and
getting a favorable decision.
CHALLENGE: Google yourself to
establish your base in January. Then
take WEEKLY actions to enhance
your status. Get testimonials.
Volunteer for charity. Speak in
public. Post on your blog. Get
others to praise you. And build your
reputation one action item, and one
good deed, at a time.

7. PREDICITION: 
You will need to be able to
differentiate yourself from the
competition (in the mind of your
customer) to be greater than
ever. CHALLENGE: Begin by
asking yourself and your present
customers what differentiates you
from your competition. Then take
actions to widen the gap. HINT:
The ordinary things are a great start.
Use Ace of Sales emails

(www.aceofsales.com) to begin the
process.

8. PREDICTION: 
Your company will finally (after
three years) begin to provide
sales training. CHALLENGE: Is
the training relevant? Is the training
acceptable to your sales team? Is the
trainer acceptable to your sales
team? Does the training incorporate
the voice of your customers? Is the
training working?

9. PREDICITION: 
You will lose more than one sale
to an inferior competitor.
CHALLENGE: Find out why and
fix it. HINT: It ain’t price!

10. PREDICITION: 
More face-to-face meetings will
be necessary to build
relationships, or you will become
vulnerable to the competition.
CHALLENGE: Double your
existing face-to-face meetings from
last year, and double your
networking hours.

11. PREDICITION: 
Breakfast will be the new lunch.
CHALLENGE: Your connections,
relationships, and even your
prospects are crunched for time.
The two-hour lunch will wane. An

early morning, 30-minute meeting
over coffee will net more and better
results. Set a goal of three breakfasts
a week.

12. PREDICITION: 
Your sales plan/ goal/ quota/
numbers will be much more
attainable. CHALLENGE: The
business is out there for you to earn.
Your perceived value, your
perceived difference, and your
reputation will determine your
numbers way more that your price.

12.5 PREDICITION: 
Your personal dedication or
rededication to excellence will
reach new heights.
CHALLENGE: Allocate three
hours a day to YOU. Allocate an
hour for social media and personal
branding. Allocate an hour for
customer interaction. And allocate
an hour for reading and study. You
will have to allocate more time for
personal development and training
because the new challenges require
new knowledge.

If you’re looking for a game plan, if
you’re looking for a success plan,
I’ve just given you one that will
make 2012 more than you could
hope for. All you have to do is
WORK HARD. ■

Jeffrey Gitomer is the author of The Sales Bible, Customer Satisfaction is Worthless Customer Loyalty is
Priceless, The Little Red Book of Selling, The Little Red Book of Sales Answers, The Little Black Book of
Connections, The Little Gold Book of YES! Attitude, The Little Green Book of Getting Your Way, The
Little Platinum Book of Cha-Ching, The Little Teal Book of Trust, The Little Book of Leadership, and
Social BOOM! His website, www.gitomer.com, will lead you to more information about training and
seminars, or email him personally: salesman@gitomer.com

© 2011 All Rights Reserved - Don’t even think about reproducing this document without written
permission from Jeffrey H. Gitomer and Buy Gitomer . 704/333-1112
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PLEASE NOTE: These are not
economic predictions. They are
based on my personal
observation and first-hand
knowledge of sales forces across
the United States – their present
situation, and their future hope
based on market conditions and
readiness.

And please DO NOT
COMPARE YOURSELVES.
Rather ask yourselves: Am I
ready to win more based on these
predictions and challenges?



Now they have unveiled a new
product line called Smartr and the
first 2 new products to be released
are Smartr™ Inbox for Gmail and
Smartr™ Contacts for Android, which
are both powered by a new platform
that will enable them to build new
products much faster.  You can see a
quick overview of the platform hheerree..

Smartr Inbox for Gmail is a sidebar
that sits in your Gmail or Google
Apps inbox and works automatically
as you read and compose email –
showing you everything you need to
know about the people and
organizations with whom you email,
with no effort from you. You can
manage thousands of relationships
and the new AutoSuggest feature
makes composing emails a breeze.
All you have to do is type in the first
letter or two of the person or
company you are emailing in the “to”
line, and they will appear with a
photo, name and title. As if that was
not great enough, once you select
the person you want, the next few
people you often email with that
person appear as suggestions to also
add.  You’ve got to love it!  To see
Smartr Inbox in action, check out this
vviiddeeoo:: hhttttpp::////vviimmeeoo..ccoomm//2299335511119944

Smartr Contacts for Android
seamlessly handles many times more
relationships than any other product
has ever attempted (10,000), does it
fully automatically, comprehensively,
and yet is still the fastest and most
simple contact manager you’ll ever
use. And while the interface should
feel familiar, the application is
remarkably powerful, offering more
and more smarts with each tap. If you
have an Android phone and use
Gmail, Google Apps and/or Outlook
you should give it a try. Check out this
quick video to learn more about
Smartr. 
CCoonnttaaccttss::
hhttttpp::////vviimmeeoo..ccoomm//2299335511111199

Xobni has built a reputation for building products that simplify address book and
inbox management with their Outlook and BlackBerry products.  For those of you who
are not familiar with Xobni, their platform discovers all the people you've ever
exchanged emails, calls or SMS messages with, and instantly provides a full view of
each contact, complete with their photo, job title, company details, email history as
well as updates from LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.

All of this gets better
with Xobni Pro, which

connects all your Smartr and
Xobni contacts across Gmail,

Outlook, Android, BlackBerry and
iPhone is coming soon. 

Getting started is simple.
Just visit xxoobbnnii..ccoomm where
you can easily download

either product.

And here’s some of
the other predictions
for 2012 ...

“Google Plus becomes as powerful as Twitter as a sales and marketing platform before the end
of 2012.”
Guy Kawasaki

“The Demise of Nice Salespeople - Crazy-busy decision makers have absolutely no interest in
working with relationship-oriented salespeople who'll willingly go the extra mile to take good
care of them. Instead, they want to work savvy professionals who bring them high value on a
regular basis.

To be one of these people, sellers need to sharpen their personal expertise in areas relevant to
their customers. Then, they need to proactively bring them fresh ideas, insights and information
to help them achieve their business objectives. They need to realize that they are the
differentiator -- not their products or services. In short, being "nice" is simply no longer
sufficient in today's business environment.”
Jill Konrath

“2012 will be a time of innovation  for sales organizations and salespeople as they gain their
footing in the new sales landscape. The knowledge and skill bar will continue to escalate.
Winners will be those who co-create solutions and have control with, not over customers”
Linda Richardson

“The cost of chasing a significant sales opportunity will double in the next five years”.
Neil Rackham

“In the last few years, many businesses have been playing defense…just trying to protect their
customers. This is changing. Expect 2012 feature much more aggressive competition hitting the
market with passion, energy, and enthusiasm. You have a choice between being the one who
leads and makes everyone else scramble, or who scrambles to keep up. As well, the sellers that
make the best and deepest connections, respond most rigorously to customer needs, and can
communicate their value most compellingly, will win”.
John Doerr and Mike Schultz
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http://vimeo.com/29351061
http://www.guykawasaki.com/
http://www.jillkonrath.com/
http://www.richardson.com/
http://neilrackham.com/
http://www.rainsalestraining.com/
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